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In this paper, we study the entry and expansion decisions of McDonald’s and KFC in China using an originally
assembled data set on the two chains’ expansion in the China market from their initial entry up to year 2007.

We analyze how the presence of a rival affects each firm’s strategies. The results indicate that a rival’s presence
has a net positive effect on a chain’s expansion decision. We focus on testing two possible explanations for a
positive rival impact: market learning and demand expansion. First, we derive a set of theoretical predictions
on how a chain’s optimal expansion decision would react to its rival’s expansion patterns when market learning
versus demand expansion is the driving force of the rival’s positive influence. The empirical analysis based
on these predictions consistently suggests that market learning is more likely to explain the positive effect
of KFC on McDonald’s and that demand expansion is more plausible with McDonald’s positive spillover on
KFC. In other words, the results are consistent with the presence of KFC signaling market demand potential
and growth to McDonald’s and the presence of McDonald’s helping to cultivate consumer taste and generate
demand for Western fast food, which benefits KFC.
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1. Introduction
The decision to enter an emerging market charac-
terized by high demand potential and high risk is
always intriguing: When to enter? Where to enter?
How many stores to open? These are important deci-
sions faced by international firms that are interested
in expanding their businesses in emerging markets.
In this paper, we study the entry and expansion deci-
sions of McDonald’s and KFC in China, especially
how the two players have influenced each other.

Over the past two decades, these two major fast-
food chain restaurants have flourished in the world’s
largest emerging market. Although most Chinese
consumers in big cities are now familiar with the
two American brands, the concept of Western fast
food was novel when KFC opened its first out-
let in Beijing in November 1987.1 By 2007, how-
ever, KFC had entered 240 cities with 2,000 outlets
and McDonald’s had entered approximately 140 cities
with more than 1,000 outlets. In this fast expansion
process, it is intriguing to ask how the presence of
a rival affected each firm’s strategies—specifically,

1 Both McDonald’s and KFC opened their restaurants in Hong Kong
before entering mainland China. The China market discussed in
this paper thus excludes Hong Kong.

decisions on whether to enter a new market or how
many new outlets to open in an existing market.

On the one hand, KFC and McDonald’s are consid-
ered direct competitors in the Western fast-food cat-
egory in the China market. On the other hand, there
could be positive spillover effects from the rival in
this specific context. For example, although China,
with its large population and remarkable economic
growth, is an attractive market, it also presents sub-
stantial uncertainty to foreign companies. Therefore
market learning through both one’s own information
and the information revealed from a rival’s action
could be important. In addition, traditional Chinese
food is distinct from Western food, and it takes time
for local consumers to accept typical Western food
such as hamburgers. The presence of the rival chain
could facilitate consumer learning of the new product
and expand the potential demand that benefits all the
firms in the same category.

We assembled original data on the entire entry
and expansion history of KFC and McDonald’s in
China from 1987 to 2007 through multiple sources.
The data include the number of new outlets KFC and
McDonald’s opened each year in each city and the
local characteristics of these cities. Our empirical anal-
ysis of chains’ expansion decisions reveals that both
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McDonald’s and KFC are more likely to increase the
number of outlets in a city where their rival has a
larger scale of presence, controlling for city character-
istics and own-chain effect. In other words, the rival’s
presence has a positive and significant effect that out-
weighs the competition effect in this setting.

The main objective of the paper is to empirically test
which potential source is more likely to be the driv-
ing force of the positive rival effect in this context, and
we focus on two potential sources: (1) market learn-
ing (i.e., the entry behavior of a rival may reveal valu-
able information about the market size and growth
rate that a firm can utilize in its subsequent deci-
sions) and (2) demand expansion (i.e., the existence of
a rival chain may help to cultivate consumers’ taste
for Western-style fast food and expand the potential
demand). We develop a theoretical framework about a
chain’s optimal expansion decision that predicts that a
chain would react differently to the rival’s expansion
pattern depending on whether it infers information
from the rival’s actions or benefits from the rival’s role
in cultivating consumers. The empirical analysis based
on these predictions suggests that the positive rival
effect for KFC and McDonald’s is likely to be driven
by different sources. More specifically, we find that
market learning is more likely to explain the positive
effect that KFC exerts on McDonald’s, and demand
expansion is more likely to explain McDonald’s posi-
tive spillover on KFC.

Although, in essence, our research is on firms’ entry
and expansion decisions, the uniqueness of the study
lies in the context of decision making. First, it hap-
pens as the two U.S.-based firms are exploring a large
emerging market, which requires substantial learn-
ing from the firm side. Second, firms’ expansion his-
tory in this market is also a process that builds up
a new industry category, which is considerably dif-
ferent from entry in a mature market or industry.
The context of two global fast-food chain restaurants
expanding in the world’s largest emerging market
simultaneously provides us with a unique oppor-
tunity to potentially identify the positive spillover
effects in the course of firms’ interactions.

Meanwhile, this study has important managerial
implications for multinational firms that are inter-
ested in expanding their business in an emerging mar-
ket. Previous research on emerging market entry has
largely focused on the industry level. A large litera-
ture in the international economics field has studied
the entry mode, performance, and impact of foreign
direct investment on the emerging economy (e.g.,
Borensztein et al. 1998, Isobe et al. 2000, Javorcik
2004). We take a more microlevel perspective by mod-
eling firms’ entry and expansion behavior based on
individual firm decision making. We focus on the
dynamic interactions between the entering firms in

their exploration of the emerging market, an area that
still awaits more rigorous studies. Our research shows
that the competing firms may well be “companions”
when expanding in an emerging market with signif-
icantly different market environments and consumer
preference.

Our work is closely related to Toivanen and
Waterson (2005), who, using McDonald’s and Burger
King’s store-opening data in the United Kingdom
between 1991 and 1995, find that a rival’s pres-
ence increases the probability of entry. This find-
ing reverses the prediction of the standard entry
model, which holds that all else being equal, a firm
will enter the market without a competitor if it can
choose between two comparable markets. Toivanen
and Waterson attribute the positive effect to learn-
ing; i.e., a firm learns the market size through its
rival’s presence. Yang (2013) further explores the role
of learning in fast-food chain agglomerations by esti-
mating a structural model of entry and exit decisions
under common market uncertainty, using data from
the fast-food industry in Canada. He finds that fast-
food chains face significant uncertainty before entry
and that learning from the incumbent chains is a key
driver of fast-food clustering.

This paper also relates to the increasing empirical
work on the (positive) spillover effects of entry. Using
data on U.S. regional shopping centers, Vitorino
(2012) finds complementarity among certain types
of department stores. Mariotti et al. (2010) study
the role of information externalities and knowledge
spillovers for the agglomerative behavior in location
choices of multinational enterprises in Italy. In a study
of Japanese multinational corporations, Henisz and
Delios (2001) show that the prior entry decisions of
other organizations in the same business group have
a greater influence on firms that lack experience in
the market. Our work contributes to this literature by
identifying different types of positive spillover effects
with entry in an emerging market.

Finally, this paper also adds to the literature on the
fast-food industry in general. Sault et al. (2006) inves-
tigate within-market location decisions of McDonald’s
and Burger King in the United Kingdom and find that
learning from competitors along with product differ-
entiation can explain the observed location patterns
of these two players. Thomadsen (2007) looks at the
two companies’ location strategies in the U.S. mar-
ket and finds that the equilibrium locations of the
two fast-food players depend on the market size. Our
research provides additional insights into how major
fast-food chains make entry and expansion decisions
in an emerging market. To the best of our knowl-
edge, this is the first paper that investigates fast-food
chains’ entry decisions and the spillover effects in an
emerging market.
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The rest of this paper is organized as follows. We
discuss the industry background and the data in §2.
In §3, we present a theoretical framework on entry
and generate a set of testable hypotheses under each
explanation of positive rival effect. In §4, we estimate
a two-stage model that links a chain’s initial entry
and expansion decision and test which explanation is
more likely to be the driving force of positive rival
effect based on the hypotheses derived from the the-
oretical framework. We further discuss the variation
of a rival’s impact in §5 and conclude in §6.

2. Industry Background and Data
2.1. The Development of KFC and

McDonald’s in China
The presence of Western fast food in China began
in November 1987, when KFC opened its first outlet
in Beijing. Following in KFC’s footsteps, McDonald’s
(McD’s) opened its first outlet in Shenzhen in October
1990. Thus the competition between KFC and McD’s
formally started in the world’s largest emerging mar-
ket. On a global scale, KFC and McD’s are not com-
petitors at the same level; McD’s is far ahead of KFC
in terms of its number of outlets. However, the pic-
ture is completely reversed in the China market.

By tracking KFC’s entry path, we find that KFC
typically enters the capital city of a province first and
then expands to nearby cities. KFC chose China’s cap-
ital city, Beijing, as the home of its first outlet and
quickly spread to the east and south coast, which is
economically more developed than the rest of China.
Then KFC steadily expanded to the north, the central
area, and the west. It now has a footprint in all the
provinces in China except Tibet.

In contrast, McD’s expansion has been relatively
more conservative. McD’s opened its first outlet in
Shenzhen, a city in the Guangdong province that is
next to Hong Kong, where McD’s was headquartered
at the time. In its first few years there, McD’s limited
its entry to only a few big cities and the cities in the
southeastern part of China that are close to Shenzhen.
It accelerated its expansion rate from 1999 but was
dwarfed by its rival’s even faster pace. By the end of
2007, McD’s still had no presence in seven provinces,
including Tibet.

During their 20 years of growth in China, the two
chains not only expanded to dozens of new cities per
year but also continuously increased the number of
outlets in the cities they had already entered. Such
expansion breadth and depth has contributed to the
fast increase in the total number of outlets for both
chains. Figure 1 depicts the diffusion of the number of
cities entered by KFC and McD’s. The pattern is close
to the typical S-shaped diffusion, with the “takeoff”

Figure 1 First-Outlet Diffusion
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Figure 2 The Cumulative Number of Outlets Over Time
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occurring around 1999. Figure 2 shows the cumulative
number of outlets over time for each chain.

Although more players have been appearing in
China’s fast-food market over time, we believe it is
reasonable to exclude other fast-food firms in our
analysis because none of them had a significant
national impact by the end of our sample period.
Other foreign fast-food brands entered China much
later and have a much smaller presence.2 In terms
of the local Chinese fast-food industry, despite fast
growth over the years, the scale of national Chinese
fast-food chains is still small within the overall fast-
food industry. Moreover, the competition between the
Western fast-food chains and the local Chinese fast-
food chains is much weaker than the competition
between the two Western chains.

2 Subway entered China in 1995 but had only approximately 150
outlets by the end of 2007. Burger King was not present in China
until June 2005 and had fewer than 50 outlets by the end of 2007.
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2.2. Data and Statistics
Our data track the opening year and location of each
outlet of KFC and McD’s at the city level from 1987
to the end of 2007. For each city, we know when KFC
and/or McD’s opened their first outlet and how many
additional outlets were opened each year after initial
entry. The data set was constructed from both publicly
sourced and hand-collected information. We obtained
the outlet lists including outlet names, telephone num-
bers, and addresses for both KFC and McD’s through
the companies’ official websites and online restau-
rants’ guide. Using a local marketing research com-
pany, we obtained each individual outlet’s opening
year information.3 To cross-check the accuracy of the
information, we obtained outlet registration informa-
tion from the Industry and Commercial Administra-
tion Bureau in a few cities that we have access to.
The information from the two sources is highly con-
sistent, which ensures the quality of the data. We also
searched the milestones of the two fast-food chains in
China through multiple sources and compared them
with our data, e.g., the total number of outlets in China
by year 2000. The results are again largely consistent.
Our final data cover about 98% of the official total out-
lets for both KFC and McD’s by 2007.

We collected city-level characteristics from volumes
of the Chinese Cities Yearbook spanning 1989 to 2008.4

The cities reported in the yearbooks vary in some
years, but we are able to consistently identify 246
major cities across years. When merging the two data
sets, we found that by the end of the sample period,
236 of the 246 cities witnessed the entry of at least one
of the fast-food chains.5 For each of the 246 cities in
the data, we observe the population size (in 10,000’s),
geographical area (in square kilometers), and gross
domestic product (GDP, in 100 million yuan (RMB))
each year.6 We also collected the longitude and lati-
tude information for each city, which allows us to track
the distance between each city and the firms’ head-
quarters or any other city in the network. KFC has

3 There is missing information for 39 KFC outlets and 24 McD’s
outlets. Since the missing data only account for a small percentage
of the total number of outlets, and there is no special pattern
for missing data, we exclude them from our formal analysis. The
stores with missing information may include exits.
4 The information reported in each yearbook includes the statistics
from the previous year. The early years of the city yearbook are
only available in hardcopy, and we manually input the city char-
acteristics information for those years. Also, we were not able to
find the yearbook for 1988. Therefore, the formal analysis excludes
the first entry of KFC in Beijing in 1987.
5 There are 11 cities that KFC or McD’s has entered, but we fail
to match these cities with city characteristics. These are all small
towns (not identified by the yearbook as a “city”) that the chains
entered recently, which are excluded from our analysis. Altogether,
there are 18 KFC outlets and three McD’s outlets in those 11 cities.
6 The yearly GDP figures are adjusted for inflation, all in 2005 RMB.

been headquartered in Shanghai since it first entered
the China market. The headquarters of McD’s was in
Hong Kong initially but moved to Shanghai in 2004.

The descriptive statistics of city characteristics are
summarized in Table 1. We further categorize the
sample into big and small cities. Big cities include
municipalities directly under the administration of
the central government, special autonomous regions,
the capital city of each province, the 14 coastal cities
with an open economy, cities in special economic
zones that enjoy more favorable policies for foreign
investors, and other cities with a GDP over 20 bil-
lion RMB and population over 2 million. These cities
are economically more developed or have special eco-
nomic and political status, which account for 25.3% of
the sample, with the rest categorized as small cities.
The descriptive statistics of sample breakdown for big
and small cities are summarized in the middle part
of Table 1. The data reveal that, on average, big cities
are more densely populated and economically bet-
ter developed, although big cities are not necessar-
ily larger geographically. The bottom part of Table 1
breaks down the sample to the pre-1999 and post-1999
eras. The year 1999 seems to be the takeoff year for
both KFC and McD’s, when the two chains started
to speed up their expansion in China. A notable dif-
ference for the two sample periods is the substantial
increase in GDP after 1999.

Table 2 summarizes the descriptive statistics of the
number of new outlets opened each year in each city
by KFC and McD’s by different sample breakdowns.
On average, KFC adds 0.39 new outlets per year per
city, with a much higher number in big cities and dur-
ing the second period (1999–2007). A similar pattern is
observed for McD’s but on a smaller scale. Moreover,
KFC has more experience (more years of operation)
than McD’s, on average, across cities. It is also evi-
dent that chains enter big cities earlier than the small
cities, on average. Table 3 indicates the total number
of cities entered for each chain and the cumulative
number of outlets by the end of the sample period.
Before 1999, both KFC and McD’s entered about three
new cities and added about two dozen new outlets
nationally each year on average. Both chains expand
much faster after 1999. During this period, McD’s
entered roughly 13 new markets each year, adding 90
new outlets per year. KFC on average entered 20 new
cities and opened 187 new outlets each year. For both
chains, the practice of franchising is very limited in
the China market in our sample period.7

7 KFC opened its first franchised store in 2000, and by the end of
2005, there were 37 franchised stores in total, which account for
less than 5% of KFC’s total number of restaurants (see Shanghai
Daily 2006). McD’s launched a pilot franchise program in 2004 and
has only six franchised restaurants by early 2010 (see Kwok 2010).
Overall, franchised stores account for a small percentage of the total
stores of both chains in our sample period.
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Table 1 Descriptive Statistics

Sample Variable Mean SD Minimum Maximum

All Population 107081 125082 5094 11290014
Area 11651022 21134015 25000 22,341
GDP 196014 484026 0066 91651097
Distance to KFC’s headquarters 11009006 533083 0000 31818046
Distance to McD’s headquarters 11204028 681073 0000 31818046

Big city Population 204045 207030 17053 11290014
Area 11588039 11643030 77000 121484
Population density 0017 0013 0003 1005
GDP 506073 832037 8017 91651097
Distance to KFC’s headquarters 970099 630077 0000 31499091
Distance to McD’s headquarters 11086055 678049 0000 31499091

Small city Population 73053 41053 5094 276048
Area 11673051 21282088 25 22,341
Population density 0010 0012 0000 3049
GDP 80088 96028 0066 11441086
Distance to KFC’s headquarters 11021088 496036 171064 31818046
Distance to McD’s headquarters 11243095 678033 140033 31818046

Pre-1999 Population 94008 101031 5094 11018059
Area 11521036 21087051 25 221341
GDP 88097 165084 2071 21853056
Distance to KFC’s headquarters 763017 469021 0000 117780470
Distance to McD’s headquarters 962041 708087 0000 216670746

Post-1999 Population 123064 147060 14008 11290014
Area 11801003 21177059 50000 191576
GDP 303022 655011 6098 91651097
Distance to KFC’s headquarters 11004004 534026 0000 318130455
Distance to McD’s headquarters 11032051 569032 0000 217210838

Note. Population in 10,000; area in square kilometers; GDP in 100 million RMB; and distance to headquarters in
kilometers.

Figures 3(a) and 3(b) show the histograms of the
total number of outlets by city at the end of the sam-
ple period for the two chains. The long tail of the
histogram reflects the significant heterogeneity across
markets. Among the 246 cities in our data set, KFC
is the first mover in 187 cities and McD’s is the first
mover in 33 cities. Among the 33 cities where McD’s
took the initiative and entered before KFC, 20 are
small cities. There are 16 cities that KFC and McD’s
entered in the same year; they are all small cities.

Table 2 Descriptive Statistics on Number of New Outlets per Year
and Experience

Variable Sample Mean SD Minimum Maximum

KFC’s new All 0039 1063 0 33
outlets per year Big 1026 3002 0 33

Small 0010 0036 0 4
Pre-1999 0009 0060 0 15
Post-1999 0077 2028 0 33

McD’s new All 0021 1006 0 27
outlets per year Big 0072 2000 0 27

Small 0003 0020 0 3
Pre-1999 0007 0072 0 19
Post-1999 0037 1035 0 27

KFC’s experience All 1046 2091 0 20
Big 3040 4029 0 20
Small 0081 1085 0 13

McD’s experience All 0092 2039 0 18
Big 2050 3074 0 18
Small 0039 1034 0 12

Table 3 Descriptive Statistics on Expansion

Variable Sample KFC McD’s

Total number of outlets at end All 11932 11012
of sample period Big city 11565 890

Small city 367 122
Pre-1999 237 200
Post-1999 11695 812

Number of cities entered All 230 142
Big city 62 57
Small city 168 85
Pre-1999 46 27
Post-1999 184 115

3. Theoretical Framework
We start with a simple model that captures the
key considerations in firms’ expansion decision. We
assume that the decision of how many new outlets
to open depends on the revenue and cost associated
with the additions. First, firm i’s (expected) revenue
(Rit) from its stores is formulated as 8

Rit = 4nit + Sit56M
e
i 4Xt1Hit1Hjt5− 4a1nit + a2Sit5

− 4b1njt + b2Sjt571 (1)

8 For brevity of notation, we suppress the m subscript for market
in the equations in this section.
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Figure 3(a) Distribution of McD’s Outlets in 2007
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Figure 3(b) Distribution of KFC Outlets in 2007
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where nit is the number of new outlets to be opened
in period t and Sit is the stock of outlets that chain i
owns at the beginning of period t in the market. If
the number is 0, it means the firm has not entered
the market yet. The terms in square brackets can be
interpreted as the average revenue per outlet, which
depends on the following: (1) the expected market
size for chain i, M e

i ; (2) the cannibalization of out-
lets from the same chain, including the existing stores
before period t and the newly opened stores, with
a1 ≥ 0 and a2 ≥ 0; and (3) the competition effect from
the rival chain, b1 ≥ 0 and b2 ≥ 0. We use M e

i to
denote firm i’s (subjective) evaluation of the market
size or demand at period t, which is a function of
the market characteristics, Xt , and firm i’s and the
rival’s past behaviors, summarized by Hit and Hjt ,
respectively. We assume that Hit and Hjt can posi-
tively affect demand evaluation; we discuss the mech-
anisms below.

Second, the total cost of maintaining the existing
outlets and opening new ones is modeled as a linear
function:

Cit =Kit · 18Sit = 09+ �Sit +V 4eit1nit51 (2)

where 18Sit = 09 is an indicator function that has a
value 1 if the firm has not entered the market before
time t yet and 0 otherwise. Therefore Kit is the initial
entry cost, which could change over time with, for
example, the expansion of the chain’s network. The
second term is the operating cost of the existing out-
lets. The third term captures the opening and operat-
ing costs of new outlets, which could depend on the
experience of chain i in the market, denoted by eit .

Firm i’s decision problem is to choose the optimal
number of outlets to open (n∗

it5 to maximize the profit
conditional on her expectation on the rival’s decision:

n∗

it = arg max
nit

4Rit −Cit50 (3)

To simplify the problem, we assume that firm i uses
the rival’s new outlets opened in the last period (njt−1)
to form her expectation of njt . The first-order condi-
tion of the profit maximization problem satisfies

�4·5 = 6M e
i 4Xt1Hit1Hjt5−4a1nit+a2Sit5−4b1njt−1 +b2Sjt57

−a14nit+Sit5−
¡V

¡nit

=00 (4)

It suggests that the optimal number of new outlets
would be such that the marginal revenue of a new
store (in square brackets) equals the marginal “cost,”
which includes both the cannibalization effect and
marginal store opening cost (the last two terms). We
are particularly interested in how the rival’s pres-
ence, as summarized by Sjt , would affect firm i’s
entry and expansion decision. Using the implicit func-
tion theorem, one can show that sgn4¡n∗

it/¡Sjt5 =

sgn4¡M e
i /¡Sjt − b25 under some mild assumptions. It

suggests that the net rival effect depends on the mag-
nitude of the positive rival effect on the expected size
of demand relative to the competition effect.

We specify the expected market size (M e
i ) as a func-

tion of market characteristics Xt , a firm’s own past
expansion summarized by M e

o 4Hit5, and the rival’s
impact denoted by M e

r 4Hjt5:

M e
i 4Xt1Hit1Hjt5= �Xt +M e

o 4Hit5+M e
r 4Hjt50 (5)

One’s own presence in a city may positively affect
demand through consumer learning or brand loyalty.
The presence of the rival may also have a positive
effect for the following reasons: (1) the existence of
the rival chain may cultivate local consumers’ taste
for the Western-style fast food, which expands the
potential demand for the new product and benefits
the focal chain (demand expansion effect);9 and (2) the
existence and expansion of the rival may signal the

9 Agarwal and Bayus (2002) empirically show that new firm entry
is a significant factor in explaining sales takeoff. Kuksov and Villas-
Boas (2010) investigate consumers’ search behavior when the prod-
uct alternatives offered to consumers span the preference space.
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size and growth of the market (market learning effect).
Although there might be other sources of the positive
rival effect, we focus on these two leading explana-
tions that have appeared in the literature (e.g., Caplin
and Leahy 1998, Toivanen and Waterson 2005). We
now look at each explanation in greater detail.

Demand Expansion
Traditional Chinese food is distinct from Western
food, and it takes time for local consumers who are
used to oriental food to accept typical Western food
such as hamburgers. The entry of the rival chain may
help to cultivate local Chinese consumers’ taste and
facilitate consumer learning of the new product. We
assume that both the scale of the Western fast-food
chains and the time they have been in existence would
matter in cultivating consumers’ taste for Western fast
food. Long-existing outlets (those outlets opened ear-
lier) would have a stronger cumulative effect in con-
sumer taste cultivation relative to the stores added
more recently.10 This implies the following: (1) A larger
scale of rival presence suggests a higher degree of
cultivation. (2) The time span since the rival’s store
opening has a positive effect on cultivating consumers’
taste. (3) There is a positive interaction effect of the
scale and length of outlets’ existence. (4) The sequence
of store opening matters. Conditional on the total
number of outlets, more outlets opened in earlier years
may convert to a higher stock of cultivation.

Market Learning
Another plausible explanation for why a rival’s past
actions may affect a firm’s evaluation of market size
is market learning or information externality (Caplin
and Leahy 1998). When a multinational company
enters a foreign market, an effective way of reduc-
ing uncertainties or information asymmetries is via
observing competitors’ past entry decisions in the
same market.11 Learning may continue in the expan-
sion stage after initial entry given the dynamics and
uncertainty inherent in emerging markets.

A firm’s evaluation on market size could be decom-
posed into the assessment of the existing demand and
the expectation of market growth. The rival’s entry
behavior may reveal information about both com-
ponents.12 The scale of a rival’s presence (Sjt) can
signal the size of the current market. A firm may

10 Put more formally, one can formulate the degree of customer
cultivation by the rival chain as �jt = r

∑t−1
s=14t − s5njs , where njs is

the number of outlets that chain j opened in period s.
11 For empirical research of observational learning on the consumer
side, see, for example, Cai et al. (2009) and Zhang (2010).
12 Yang (2013) structurally models the Bayesian learning mechanism
in the context of fast-food chains’ entry into the Canadian market.
Although we are not explicit about the learning process, the idea
is consistent with a Bayesian learning model that firms revise the
expected market size upwardly given the entry of the rival.

further learn about demand growth from how fast its
rival grows. We use the rival’s average expansion rate
(Sjt/ejt) to capture the first-order rival’s growth. Fur-
thermore, we use the rival’s net growth rate in the
past L periods, which can be defined as gjl = nj4t−l5 −

nj4t−l−15 (l = 1121 0 0 0 1L), to capture the second-order
rival’s growth. If a rival’s faster growth signals faster
demand growth, it suggests that (1) conditional on the
total number of a rival’s outlets (Sjt), a higher average
expansion rate (larger Sjt/ejt) signals higher demand
growth—that is, the same scale of a rival’s expan-
sion happening within a shorter time span suggests
stronger demand growth; or (2) a rival’s positive net
growth (gjl > 0) suggests faster demand growth—that
is, the accelerating trend of a rival’s expansion implies
faster demand growth.

Because both the demand expansion effect and the
market learning effect may contribute to a positive
rival effect, we specify the following general function
of M e

r that can allow us to test which mechanism is
more likely to explain the data pattern:

M e
r 4Hjt5= �1Sjt +�2ejt +�3Sjtejt +

L
∑

l=1

�lgjl1 (6)

which includes the rival’s stock of outlets, the rival’s
experience, the interaction effect between the two, and
the lags of net growth (with L representing the num-
ber of lags to be used).

Conditional on the existence of a rival’s positive
spillover effect, we expect �1 > 0 for either circum-
stance of demand expansion or market learning.
However, the signs of the rest of the parameters in
Equation (6) vary depending on which explanation is
the driving force of the positive effect. For demand
expansion, both longer experience and a larger scale
of presence from the rival contribute to a higher stock
of cultivation, and there is a positive interaction effect
between experience and the scale of presence, so we
expect �2 ≥ 0 and �3 ≥ 0. Furthermore, the sequence of
store openings with more outlets opened in the earlier
stage and fewer new outlets in the later stage con-
tributes to a higher level of cultivation compared with
the reverse sequence, i.e., fewer outlets opened in
the early stage and more additions in the later stage.
In other words, conditional on the same total num-
ber of outlets, a descending sequence of new store
openings or negative net growth converts to a higher
degree of consumer learning, all else being equal.
Hence we expect �l ≤ 0.

For market learning, the predictions would be dif-
ferent. If a firm uses the growth pattern of the rival
chain to predict demand growth, then positive net
growth (gjl) would imply faster demand growth.
Therefore, one would expect �l ≥ 0. In addition, condi-
tional on the (positive) effect of a rival’s stock (Sjt), the
interaction of a rival’s stock and a rival’s experience
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is likely to be negative; that is, �3 ≤ 0. In other words,
quicker expansion or achieving the same scale of
expansion in a relatively shorter period of time sug-
gests higher demand growth. We also conjecture that
�2 ≤ 0 conditional on Sjt .

In summary, although both explanations of a rival’s
positive impact yield the prediction that �1 > 0, the
predicted signs of other parameters in Equation (6)
diverge, which provides us with a set of testable
hypotheses as to which effect is more likely to be the
driving force when the rival’s impact on a chain’s
entry decision is positive, summarized as follows:

• If demand expansion is the driving force of the
rival’s positive impact, conditional on the positive
effect of a rival’s stock of outlets, the rival’s experience
is likely to be positive (i.e., �2 > 0), and the interaction
of a rival’s experience and a rival’s stock is likely to
be positive (i.e., �3 > 0). In addition, the chain is more
likely to expand in a city where the rival has decel-
erated (negative) net growth, all else being equal (i.e.,
�l < 0).

• If market learning is the driving force of the rival’s
positive impact, conditional on the positive effect of a
rival’s stock of outlets, the rival’s experience is likely to
be negative (i.e., �2 < 0), and the interaction of a rival’s
experience and a rival’s stock is likely to be negative
(i.e., �3 < 0). In addition, the chain is more likely to
expand in a city where the rival has accelerated (pos-
itive) net growth, all else being equal (i.e., �l > 0).

4. Empirical Analysis
To examine whether a rival’s presence has a net pos-
itive effect on a chain’s entry decision, and to detect
the potential mechanism based on the tests above, we
estimate a model of chain’s expansion decision using
data from the entire expansion history of KFC and
McD’s in the China market.

4.1. Model
We assume that the number of new outlets firm i
opened in market m at period t, nimt , follows a
Poisson distribution. A time period here is a year,
because we believe it is reasonable to assume that
entry decisions are made on a yearly basis (Toivanen
and Waterson 2005). The empirical specification of the
Poisson model closely follows the theoretical deriva-
tion of the optimal number of outlets to open:13

E4nimt5

=exp
[

�0 +�xXmt+�o1Simt+�o2eimt

+�o3eimt time+�r0njmt−1 +�r1Sjmt

13 Please refer to the appendix for the detailed description of the
link between theoretical derivation and empirical specification. We
estimate the model separately for KFC and McD’s. Therefore, all
the parameters are chain specific.

+�r2ejmt+�r3Sjmtejmt+�r4Sjmteimt

+�r5ejmt time+
3
∑

l=1

�l
r6gjml+�vim

]

1 (7)

where Xmt includes city population density and local
GDP at time t, as well as a full set of year dummies
and province dummies to control for any unobserved
time trend and unobserved regional characteristics.14

The rest of the control variables can be summarized
as follows: (1) The own-chain effect includes the chain’s
own stock of outlets in the city at the beginning of
period t (Simt). The empirical distribution of the cumu-
lative number of a chain’s outlets is highly skewed.
Therefore, we use the log transformation of the stock
of outlets in the estimation. The sign of �o1 captures
the net effect of a chain’s own stock on further expan-
sion. We also control for its own experience in the
market (eimt), which is defined as the number of years
since chain i made initial entry into city m. Longer
experience may benefit additional entry through oper-
ating efficiency, for example. Yet such an effect may
diminish over time. Therefore, we also include an
interaction term of the chain’s own local experience
and time.15 (2) To measure the rival’s impact, we con-
trol for the rival’s outlets opened in the last period
(njmt−1); the rival’s stock of outlets, which is again
taken log transformation (Sjmt),16 the rival’s experi-
ence in the city (ejmt); and the interaction between
the rival’s stock and rival’s experience. In addition,
we control for the rival’s net growth rate in the last
three years with gjml = njm1 t−l −njm1 t−1−l. As discussed
earlier, although the rival’s outlets can steal business
from the focal chain, they may have a positive effect
on the expected demand. If the net effect from the
rival is positive (�r1 > 0), the sign of the parameters
�r2, �r3, and �l

r6 can help us to differentiate whether
demand expansion or market learning is more likely
to explain the positive rival effect. This set of param-
eters is the main interest of our analysis. We further
control for the interaction of the rival’s stock and the
focal chain’s own experience as well as the rival’s
experience and time, allowing the rival’s impact to
change with the chain’s own local and national mar-
ket experience.

14 The set of year dummies could capture such events as the imple-
mentation of franchising policy and the entry of other notable fast-
food chains. The province dummies could pick up regional taste
differences or policy differences, for example.
15 The variable time is set as 1 for the starting year of the sample.
This variable can be interpreted as a proxy for the chains’ years of
experience in the China market.
16 More precisely, it is the log of one plus the cumulative number
of rival outlets up to period t − 1. Therefore, if the rival has not
entered yet, this variable takes the value of 0. Jia (2008) employs the
same log transformation when estimating the competition effect of
the number of competing stores in Walmart’s expansion decision.
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The last term, �vim, captures the time-invariant
unobserved factor that affects firm i’s expansion deci-
sion in market m, where � is the standard deviation
of the unobserved factor and vim follows standard
normal distribution. This term introduces unobserved
heterogeneity into the expected mean of the number
of new outlets across cities.

Note that a chain’s expansion in a given city is con-
ditional on entering the city first. We model the ini-
tial entry decision into a city as the following binary
choice:

y∗

imt =Z′

imt�+ �imt1 (8)

yimt = 1 if y∗

imt > 01 (9)

where y∗
imt is the latent variable that represents firm i’s

propensity to enter market m at period t, and the
observed counterpart yimt is 1 when y∗

imt exceeds the
threshold (0). Once firm i had the initial presence in
city m at period � , we observe the firm’s expansion
decision nimt for each period t > � .17

In the above equation, Zimt is a vector of observed
variables that affect a chain’s initial entry decision. We
include the distance between city m and the chain’s
headquarters, the distance between the focal city and
the chain’s closest existing market (pre-entered city),
as well as the number of firm i’s pre-entered cities in
the same province at t to capture chain i’s initial entry
cost in city m at period t.18 The distance measures are
log-transformed because of the skewed distribution
of these variables. We also control for the stock of the
rival’s outlets at the beginning of period t (Sjmt), city
characteristics, as well as two important policy imple-
mentations during the data period that may affect
the chains’ market entry decision. In late 1992, the
State Council issued a notice (“open policy”) to fur-
ther open up 5 cities along the Yangtze River and
the capital cities of 11 inland provinces, supporting
these cities in attracting foreign investment. Further-
more, in 2000, the central government announced a
new policy (“promote-west” policy) on the large-scale
development of the western region with the objec-
tive to speed up the economic development of the
undeveloped inland, which includes 11 provinces and
1 municipality in our data set.19 We introduce two

17 The initial entry equation is similar to a selection equation in
Heckman’s (1979) sample selection model.
18 Another measure of entry cost is the distance to the nearest dis-
tribution center. Information on distribution centers is not avail-
able from the two chains’ official websites. We therefore searched
the establishment of KFC or McD’s distribution centers from news
archives. The results show that distribution centers were typi-
cally established after a chain has entered the region. For exam-
ple, KFC’s Beijing distribution center was reportedly constructed in
2004 (Alestron 2004).
19 A brief introduction of the policies can be found on Wikipedia
(http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Special_Economic_Zones_of_the_

dummy variables to capture the two policy imple-
mentations, where a policy dummy is set to 1 for the
affected cities during the policy years and 0 otherwise.

The error term �imt captures the unobserved factors
that affect a firm’s initial entry decision. We further
decompose the term into two components: �imt = uim+

�imt , where uim is the unobserved time-invariant mar-
ket and chain-specific effect that follows normal dis-
tribution (uim ∼ N401�2

u5), and �imt is the random error
that follows i.i.d. standard normal distribution. There-
fore, the initial entry decision is characterized by a
random effects probit model. The existence of uim sug-
gests that �imt error terms are correlated within the
city m.

The initial entry and expansion decisions by firm i
in city m are potentially correlated. Therefore, we
assume that uim and vim jointly follow bivariate nor-
mal distribution:

[

uim

vim

]

∼ N2

([

0
0

]

1

[

�2
u ��u

��u 1

])

1 (10)

where � is the parameter that captures the corre-
lation of the two decision stages. Furthermore, the
conditional distribution of vim can be denoted as
f 4vim � uim5= N64�/�u5uim1 41 −�257. Hence, vim can be
expressed as a function of uim with vim = 4�/�u5uim +
√

1 −�2�im, where �im ∼ N40115.
Let Wimt denote all the observed explanatory vari-

ables in Equation (7); then, conditional on the initial
entry occurred at period � , the expected number of
new outlets opened in market m at t can be written as

E4nimt �W1Z5

=E

[

exp
(

W ′

imt�+�
�

�u

uim+�
√

1−�2�im

)

∣

∣

∣

∣

uim>

−4Z′

im��+�im�5 and uim<min
1≤l<�

{

−4Z′

iml�+�iml5
}

]

0 (11)

The expansion decision is conditional on the initial
entry the chain made at period � (and not the peri-
ods before �). Estimating the Poisson model without
accounting for the initial entry condition would lead
to sample selection bias. The expectations are taken
over the distributions of uim, �im, and �imt .

Since the full information maximum likelihood
approach is computationally burdensome with mul-
tiple integrals,20 following Terza (1998), we estimate
the model using a two-step estimation procedure.
The idea can be traced back to Heckman (1979). To
account for the unobserved heterogeneity that leads
to the selection (initial entry condition being met)

People’s_Republic_of_China and http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
China_Western_Development, accessed September 21, 2013).
20 Greene (1997) and Winkelmann (2001) discuss the estimation of
the cross-sectional count data model with sample selection using
the full information maximum likelihood procedure.
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in Equation (11), we can first derive estimates of
the unobserved factor from the residuals of the ran-
dom effects probit model in the initial entry stage
and include them as additional explanatory vari-
ables in the estimation of the expansion decision
stage. Although the simple Heckman-type correction
method that applies to linear models does not directly
apply to nonlinear models, Orme and Peters (2001)
show that one can use polynomials of Heckman-
type correction variables as an approximation in the
second-stage estimation for count model. We extend
the correction method proposed by Orme and Peters
on cross-sectional count models to panel count data,
noting that the unobserved time-invariant factor uim

is not only bounded below as uim > −4Z′
im�� + �im�5

but also bounded above as uim < min1≤l<�8−4Z′

iml� +

�iml59. The latter condition comes from the fact
that initial entry threshold was not met prior to
period � . Letting �L

im� = −4Z′
im��+�im�5/�u and �U

im� =

min1≤l<�8−4Z′

iml�+ �iml5/�u9, the first-order correction
term can be expressed as21

�im =

∫∫ �4�L
im�5−�4�U

im�5

ê4�U
im�5−ê4�L

im�5

· f 4�L
im�5f 4�

U
im�5 d�

L
im� d�

U
im�1 (12)

where �4 · 5 and ê4 · 5 represent the probability density
function and the cumulative distribution function of
the standard normal distribution, respectively. Note
that the term within the integral reduces to the famil-
iar inverse Mill’s ratio if the entry decision is observed
for only one period (� = 1). We use �im as the correc-
tion term to control the selection bias.

The two-step estimation proceeds as follows. In the
first step, we estimate the random effects probit
model. With the estimated parameter vector �̂ and �̂u,
we can derive the empirical correction term �im. In the
second step, we estimate the Poisson model with the
approximated conditional mean as follows:

E4nimt �W1X5= exp4W ′

imt�
∗
+���im50 (13)

Note that since � is nonnegative, the sign of the
parameter in front of �im indicates the sign of �. To
check the validity of this two-step estimation method,
we conduct a simulation analysis and find that the
key parameters can be correctly recovered.22

4.2. Endogeneity
An important issue to discuss before proceeding to
estimate Equation (13) is endogeneity. Notice that by
controlling for �im in this stage, we correct for the sam-
ple selection bias, i.e., the timing that a chain expands

21 The derivation details are provided in the appendix.
22 Please see the appendix for simulation details.

in a city (accumulates own experience) is not ran-
dom. However, there is still concern about the endo-
geneity of other variables. Specifically, a rival’s stock
of outlets Sjmt could be an endogenous variable if
there exist some unobserved market-specific factors
such as the taste for a certain type of food that may
affect both the focal and rival chains. In addition,
the stock of a chain’s own outlets Simt is also poten-
tially endogenous. For example, an unobserved chain-
specific effect can affect a chain’s past expansion as
well as its current decision.

We address the issue by using the control func-
tion approach, which involves two steps (Wooldridge
2002). The first step involves ordinary least square
regression of the endogenous variables on the exoge-
nous and instrument variables. In the second step,
we run the equation of interest with both the original
endogenous variables and the first-stage residuals as
additional variables. In essence, the second step uses
the first-step residuals as a proxy for the unobserved
variables to address the omitted variable issue and
restore the consistency of the parameter estimates.
Notice that the second step is different from the usual
two-stage least square estimation that replaces the
endogenous variables with their first-stage predicted
values. Terza et al. (2008) show that the two-stage
least square method that addresses endogeneity in
linear models may produce inconsistent estimates in
nonlinear models such as count data models, whereas
the control function approach as described above is
consistent.

We run the following instrumental variables (IV)
regression of the endogenous variables Sjmt (j ∈

8KFC1McD′s9) in the first step:

Sjmt =Z1jmt�1 +Vjmt�2 + �jmt1 (14)

where Z1jmt includes the exogenous variables in Z,
and Vjmt are the instrumental variables for Sjmt . The
instruments that we use are the distance between
city m and the closest city that chain j has entered up
to period t and the total number of outlets that chain j
owns up to t within a radius of 100 kilometers outside
the focal city m. These variables are picked as instru-
ments because the distance to the chain’s network and
the entry decision in nearby regions could be corre-
lated with a chain’s expansion decision in the focal
city. For example, chain j may be more likely to open
outlets in city m when the city is surrounded by more
existing markets and stores, as the marginal operation
and management cost is lower. Yet the variables are
unlikely to be correlated with the unobserved charac-
teristics of city m.23

The reduced-form errors �jmt are independent
of the explanatory variables in Equation (14) by

23 One potential concern of using the number of outlets in the neigh-
boring region as instrument is that the unobserved factors affect-
ing the entry decision in the focal city could be correlated with
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construction. By the nature of panel data, �jmt is
decomposed into a time-invariant and a time-varying
error, �jmt = �̄jm + �jmt . Both components can be recov-
ered from within-panel least square regression. By
including the estimated residuals �̄jm and �jmt as addi-
tional regressors in the equation of interest, one cor-
rects for the endogeneity of Sjmt , which might be
caused by either time-invariant or time-varying unob-
served factors.

Note that the main equation of interest (Equa-
tion (13)) involves two sets of endogenous variables:
one is the rival’s past expansion behavior in the focal
city and the other is the focal chain’s past expansion
in the city. Therefore, we use two control functions to
address the endogeneity concern: one focuses on the
rival’s stock of outlets Sjmt and the other focuses on
one’s own stock of outlets Simt . We make an assump-
tion that one control function suffices for each set of
the endogenous variables.24 The idea is that both the
rival’s stock of outlets Sjmt and other variables of a
rival’s expansion are potentially correlated with the
same underlying factors. By controlling for the residu-
als from the control function on Sjmt—namely, �̄jm and
�jmt—one captures both the time-invariant and time-
varying unobserved factors that may lead to the endo-
geneity of the set of variables if left uncontrolled.25

The residuals from the two IV regressions are con-
trolled in the Poisson model of a chain’s expansion
decision to address the endogeneity concern.

4.3. Empirical Results
The main results for KFC and McD’s are summarized
in Tables 4(a) and 4(b), respectively. In each table, the
upper panel reports the results of a chains’ expan-
sion decision and the lower panel estimates the ini-
tial entry condition. First of all, we find evidence that
a rival’s presence has a positive effect on a chain’s
expansion decision in general. Second, we find that
the positive effect seems to be driven by different

the unobservables affecting entry in the nearby regions. First note
that the province dummies capture the regional similarity to some
extent. In addition, we performed the Lagrange multiplier (LM)
tests for both the spatially lagged dependent variable and spatial
error correlation based on the method in Elhorst (2010). In these
tests, the dependent variable is the binary decision of whether to
enter or to add additional outlets, and the control variables are the
ones discussed above. The location weighting matrix is generated
based on the longitude and latitude of each city that assigns heav-
ier weight to geographically closer cities. In both LM tests for KFC
and McD’s, we cannot reject the null hypothesis of no spatial lag
or no spatial errors at the 10% level.
24 Imbens and Wooldridge (2007) discuss a similar case that uses a
single control function to deal with two endogenous variables.
25 Empirically, using additional control functions on a rival’s expe-
rience and controlling the residuals of both the rival’s experience
and rival’s stock in the main equation result in a multicollinearity
problem.

Table 4(a) Model Estimates for KFC

No endogeneity Endogeneity
Parameter control control

Intercept −30346∗∗∗ −30415
4002935 4201645

Density 00378 00406
4004245 4006285

GDP −00000 −00001∗∗∗

4000005 4000005
KFC_stock 00473∗∗∗ 00882

4001315 4101135
KFC_experience −00095 −00176

4000695 4001155
KFC_experience× Time 00019∗∗∗ 00023∗∗∗

4000055 4000075
McD’s number of outlets opened last 00059∗∗∗ 00062∗

4000225 4000325
McD’s stock 00342∗∗ 00479∗∗

4001445 4001925
McD’s_experience 00210∗∗ 00298∗∗

4001075 4001455
McD’s_experience× Time −00012∗∗∗ −00017∗∗∗

4000055 4000075
McD’s_stock×KFC_experience −00064∗∗∗ −00089∗∗∗

4000105 4000225
McD’s_stock×McD’s_experience 00028∗∗∗ 00057∗∗∗

4000115 4000175
Growthlag1_McD’s −00065∗∗∗ −00067∗∗∗

400025 4000245
Growthlag2_McD’s −00049∗∗∗ −000531∗∗∗

4000205 4000155
Growthlag3_McD’s −00013 −00019

4000115 4000125
Correction term −00244∗∗∗ −00355∗∗∗

4000655 4000745
Own-stock time-invariant residual 10127

4101665
Rival-stock time-invariant residual −00911∗∗∗

4002465
Time-variant residual −00889

4101125
Year dummies included? Yes Yes
Province dummies included? Yes Yes
Number of observations 1,258 1,258
Log likelihood −1,382.713 −1,354.405

mechanisms for KFC versus McD’s based on the tests
proposed in the theoretical framework.

4.3.1. Demand Learning vs. Market Expansion.
Recall from the theoretical framework that the net
effect from the rival on the focal chain’s expansion
decision depends on the magnitude of the positive
rival effect on the expected size of the market demand
relative to the competition effect. It is an empirical
question as to which effect dominates in this set-
ting. Thus, we first examine the net effect of rival’s
stock of outlets on a chain’s expansion decision. In the
upper panel of Tables 4(a) and 4(b), the first col-
umn reports the results before correcting for endo-
geneity. For both chains, the coefficient of a rival’s
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Table 4(a) (Cont’d.)

Initial entry condition

Intercept −40225
4301525

Density 10495∗∗∗

4004475
GDP 00005∗∗∗

4000015
Capital city dummy 00713∗

4004245
Distance to headquarters −00284

4004585
Number of pre-entered neighboring cities 00222∗∗∗

4000415
Distance to closest entered city −00063

4001145
Open policy dummy 00200

4004115
Promote-west policy dummy 00743∗∗

4003565
Rival stock −00151

4002485
Year dummies included? Yes
Province dummies included? Yes
Number of observations 3,177
Log likelihood −496.778

Notes. Clustered standard errors are in parentheses. In the column with
endogeneity controlled, the standard errors are computed using the boot-
strapping method.

∗Significant at the 0.1 level; ∗∗significant at the 0.05 level; ∗∗∗significant at
the 0.01 level.

stock of outlets appears to be positive and signif-
icant. The second column addresses the endogene-
ity issue using the control functions approach as
discussed above. The standard error of the parameters
is obtained using bootstrapping; residuals from the
first-stage regressions are controlled as observed vari-
ables.26 In the IV regression of the rival’s stock and a
chain’s own stock, the F -statistics are larger than the
usual criterion of 10 (238.59 and 329.73, respectively),
and the coefficients of the instrumental variables are
highly significant, which lends support to the validity
of the instruments.

Inspecting the coefficients of the included IV regres-
sion residuals, we find that for KFC, the rival’s stock
time-invariant residual is negative and significant,
suggesting that the unobserved factor that encour-
ages McD’s past expansion could be negatively cor-
related with KFC’s current expansion. Controlling for
this factor leads to an increase of the coefficient in
front of the rival’s stock of outlets. In other words, one
would significantly underestimate the positive effect
of McD’s stock of outlets on KFC’s expansion decision

26 Specifically, we use 100 replications of cluster bootstrapping in
which each cluster unit is a city with a complete entry history.
Using cluster bootstrapping helps preserve the unobserved corre-
lation in the observations within the same city.

Table 4(b) Model Estimates for McD’s

No endogeneity Endogeneity
Parameter control control

Intercept −50702∗∗∗ −50549
4009045 4409495

Density −00544 −10131
4005275 4108635

GDP 00001∗∗∗ −00001∗∗∗

4000005 4000005
McD’s_stock 00009 −00204

4001585 4001405
McD’s_experience 00307∗∗ 00462∗∗

4001515 4002135
McD’s_experience× Time 00005 −00016

4000105 4000125
KFC’s number of outlets opened last −00074∗∗∗ −00047∗∗

4000285 4000245
KFC stock 00866∗∗∗ 20752∗∗∗

4002875 4009755
KFC_experience −00285∗ −00222

4001735 4002095
KFC_experience× Time 00023∗∗ 00018

4000115 4000125
KFC_stock×McD’s_experience −00054∗∗ −00043

4000275 4000295
KFC_stock×KFC_experience −00045∗∗ −00049∗

4000225 4000285
Growthlag1_KFC 00062∗∗∗ 00048∗∗∗

4000215 4000185
Growthlag2_KFC 00080∗∗∗ 00067∗∗∗

4000255 4000205
Growthlag3_KFC 00060∗∗∗ 00055∗∗∗

4000195 4000175
Correction term −00171∗∗ −00218∗

4000705 4001255
Own-stock time-invariant residual 20209∗∗∗

4004835
Rival-stock time-invariant residual −10821

4102835
Time-variant residual −20048∗∗

4009945
Year dummies included? Yes Yes
Province dummies included? Yes Yes
Number of observations 787 787
Log likelihood −796.113 −772.757

if not controlling for the endogeneity of this variable.
For McD’s, we find that the own-stock time-invariant
residual is positive and significant, whereas the time-
varying residual is negative and significant. It implies
that the unobserved factor that affects McD’s past
expansion is positively correlated with the chain’s
current expansion decision, which could be, for exam-
ple, the chain’s local reputation. The time-varying
residual has a negative impact, suggesting that expan-
sion in the past negatively affects the decision at
the current period, which may be due to the chain’s
resource constraints in the expansion process.27

27 Note that for each IV regression there are two residuals: one is
time invariant and the other time varying. Therefore, in theory
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Table 4(b) (Cont’d.)

Initial entry condition

Intercept −00929
4102225

Density 00006
4005885

GDP 00006∗∗∗

4000015
Capital city dummy −00207

4004315
Distance to headquarters −00337∗∗

4001435
Number of pre-entered neighboring cities 00322∗∗∗

4000465
Distance to closest entered city −00200∗

4001055
Open policy dummy −00063

4004155
Promote-west policy dummy 00739∗

4003805
Rival stock 00536∗∗∗

4001745

Year dummies included? Yes
Province dummies included? Yes
Number of observations 3,648
Log likelihood −376.297

Notes. Clustered standard errors are in parentheses. In the column with
endogeneity controlled, the standard errors are computed using the boot-
strapping method.

∗Significant at the 0.1 level; ∗∗significant at the 0.05 level; ∗∗∗significant at
the 0.01 level.

Controlling for endogeneity, we discover that the
previous finding of a rival’s positive net effect
remains robust.28 According to the theoretical predic-
tions presented in §3, although both demand learn-
ing and market expansion may contribute to positive
rival effect, the two explanations generate different
predictions on how the focal chain would react to
its rival’s expansion pattern. Recall that if the focal
chain benefits from its rival’s impact on cultivating
local consumers, it is more likely to expand in cities

we have four residuals to add to the Poisson model of interest.
However, we find that adding both time-varying residuals to the
model causes a multicollinearity problem. Therefore, empirically
we add the two time-invariant residuals to control for the time-
invariant unobserved factor of each chain and one time-varying
residual to capture the changing unobserved factor.
28 In an unreported analysis, we estimated a basic specification of
chains’ expansion decision, which only includes city characteris-
tics, own-chain effect, and the rival’s stock of outlets; it excludes
other variables currently in the model. In a variety of model speci-
fications, such as adding other city characteristics (e.g., school age
population and local wage for the years when data are available,
1996–2007) and allowing for serial correlation in the error terms,
we consistently find that the rival’s stock of outlets has a positive
effect on the focal chain’s expansion decision. Results are available
from the authors upon request.

where the rival has been existing longer with more
outlets opened in the earlier years. In contrast, if the
focal chain uses the growth of the rival chain to obtain
information about market growth, then it is likely to
add more outlets in cities where the rival expands
more quickly with a positive net growth rate.

To test which explanation is more likely to drive
the positive rival effect, we focus on the coefficients
of the rival’s experience, the interaction of the rival’s
experience and stock of outlets, and the rival’s net
growth rate in the last few periods. By comparing
the results in Tables 4(a) and 4(b), we find that these
coefficients are in the opposite direction for KFC ver-
sus McD’s. For KFC, both McD’s experience and the
interaction of McD’s stock with McD’s experience are
positive and significant, suggesting that KFC prefers
markets with a longer presence of its rival. This is con-
sistent with the demand expansion explanation. For
McD’s, by contrast, the interaction of KFC’s stock and
KFC’s experience is significantly negative (conditional
on the positive effect of the rivals’ stock of outlets),
indicating that McD’s appreciates the markets where
KFC opens more outlets in a shorter period of time.
The coefficient of a rival’s experience is also negative
though insignificant after correcting for endogeneity.
These results are in line with the market learning
explanation.

Now look at the signs of the rival’s lagged net
growth rate. We find that the net growth of McD’s
has a negative effect on KFC’s decision to expand.
This suggests that KFC would open more outlets in
a city where more McD’s outlets were opened previ-
ously compared with a city where more outlets were
recently added. A city with more rival outlets opened
at an early stage has a higher stock of consumer cul-
tivation than a city with fewer rival outlets in the
beginning but more outlets newly added, conditional
on the total number of a rival’s stores. Hence the pref-
erence for the descending sequence of the rival’s store
expansion indicates that demand expansion is more
likely to explain the positive effect of McD’s presence
on KFC.

In contrast, for McD’s, we find that KFC’s net
growth in the last three periods has a positive and
significant effect on its expansion decision. That is,
everything else being equal, McD’s is likely to add
more outlets in a city where KFC continued to grow
with a positive rate. This is consistent with the mar-
ket learning explanation—that is, McD’s is likely to
use KFC’s expansion as demand signals and revise its
assessment on demand potential upwardly.

In summary, conditional on the positive effect of
the rival’s stock of outlets, we find that positive rival
effect is likely to be driven by different underlying
forces for KFC and McD’s. The results are consistent
with the explanation that the presence of KFC signals
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market potential and growth to McD’s, whereas the
presence of McD’s helps to cultivate consumer tastes
that benefit KFC. The effect from a rival’s stock of
outlets and rival’s experience tends to diminish as a
chain’s own local and global experience accumulates,
which is reflected by the interaction terms of a rival’s
presence with the focal chain’s own experience.

Finally, we briefly examine the role of a chain’s own
past expansion on one’s current expansion decision.
The coefficient of KFC’s own stock of outlets tends to
be positive, suggesting that the positive effect, such as
customer learning and brand building from its own
existing outlets, may outweigh the within-chain can-
nibalization effect. McD’s tends to open more outlets
in cities with longer local experience, which may be
associated with lower operating cost.

4.3.2. Initial Entry Condition. Estimating the ini-
tial entry condition helps us to infer the value of the
unobserved factor uim, which is potentially correlated
with the unobserved factor vim in the chain’s expan-
sion decision. The sign of the parameter in front of
the correction term �im in the expansion model indi-
cates the direction of the correlation. The coefficient of
�im in both chains’ expansion models is negative and
significant, implying � < 0. That is, the unobserved
factors in a chain’s expansion decision are negatively
correlated with the unobserved factors in the initial
entry decision. This result may seem counterintuitive
at first. Deeper inspection, however, reveals that those
cities with less attractive observed city characteristics
but that witnessed the entry of KFC or McD’s have
bigger unobserved factors recovered from the first-
stage estimation.29 In other words, if KFC or McD’s
entered an economically less developed city, it sug-
gests that there exists some unobserved positive fac-
tor that triggers the chain’s entry decision. On the
other hand, for economically more developed cities
with attractive observables, the initial entry thresh-
old is easily satisfied, which identifies a small unob-
served factor in that stage. Conditional on initial
entry, the economically more developed cities expe-
rience faster chain expansion than average, whereas
we may observe fewer additions of outlets in the less
developed cities that KFC or McD’s entered possibly
for strategic reasons. Therefore, the unobserved fac-
tor in the expansion stage is small for economically
less developed cities, and the opposite is true for the
more developed cities. Taken together, one finds a
negative correlation of unobserved factors across the
two stages.

We now look at the estimates of the random effects
probit model for the initial entry condition reported

29 The simple correlation between the estimated unobserved factor
and local GDP is negative for both chains.

at the lower panel of each table. First, GDP has a
significant and positive effect on chains’ initial entry
decisions. KFC is also more likely to enter densely
populated cities, whereas density is not a significant
predictor for McD’s initial entry. For both chains, the
number of pre-entered neighboring cities in the same
province significantly increases a chain’s probability
of entering the focal city, suggesting the existence of
the economies of density (Holmes 2011). The distance
to a chain’s headquarters and the closest pre-entered
market have a negative effect on entry, but the effect
is significant only for McD’s. It suggests that McD’s
is more likely to enter a city that is closer to its exist-
ing network or headquarters. In addition, the imple-
mentation of the promote-west policy increases both
chains’ entry probability in the affected regions, since
the coefficient in front of this policy dummy is signif-
icantly positive for both KFC and McD’s.

For KFC, the rival’s stock of outlets seems to have
an insignificant effect on its initial entry decision.
However, we need to be careful in interpreting the
result, as the insignificance of McD’s stock on KFC’s
initial entry is largely dictated by the fact that there
are limited observations where McD’s makes the ini-
tial entry ahead of KFC. On the other hand, McD’s
seems more likely to enter a city with a larger stock
of KFC’s.30

4.4. Discussion
The empirical analysis of KFC and McD’s expansion
in the Chinese market suggests that the rival’s net
impact is positive during the period of time under
study. Based on the difference in the chains’ reac-
tion to their rival’s expansion pattern, we may con-
clude that market learning or information externality
is more likely to be the driving force of KFC’s positive
effect on McD’s, and demand expansion can explain
the positive effect of McD’s on KFC.

This result may be rationalized by the unique char-
acteristics of each chain. It is likely that McD’s has a
stronger effect on cultivating consumer taste because
it is more symbolic of Western food than is KFC. KFC,
however, may have a better understanding of local
Chinese consumers. For example, the founding lead-
ership team of KFC’s Great China division is formed
mainly by Chinese born in Taiwan—people who have
a better knowledge of the Chinese culture and market
than the leader team in McD’s formed by nonlocals
(Liu 2008).

In addition to the current analysis, we also utilize
supplemental data to test the proposed explanation.

30 Note that we do not attempt to make a strong inference from
the individual parameter estimates in the initial entry stage, as the
main role of estimating the initial condition is to control for selec-
tion bias in the expansion model.
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One check concerns market learning. A better indica-
tor of market profitability than the total number of a
rival chain’s outlets in a market would be direct sales
revenue. If a chain is learning about local demand and
potential, then it should be more likely to expand to
markets with higher observed sales revenue from the
rival. Although we do not have data on the sales of
KFC or McD’s at the city level, we were able to collect
aggregate information on fast-food restaurants’ sales
revenue at the province level from 2002 to 2007.31

We then ran the analysis of a chain’s expansion deci-
sion with the added variable of restaurant sales rev-
enue and found it to be highly significant for McD’s
but not significant for KFC.32 Although the variable is
a crude indication of category demand that includes
both Chinese and Western fast food, the significance
of sales revenue on McD’s expansion is consistent
with its learning about the propensity of local fast-
food consumption.

However, we want to point out that there might be
other explanations that can rationalize the observed
data pattern, and our analysis does not rule out alter-
native explanations. We also want to acknowledge the
weakness of and a few potential issues in our data
analysis. First, the observed city characteristics are
limited. Many of the statistics are not available at the
city level for early years. Although we have controlled
for the most important economic city characteristics,
missing some of the additional local characteristics
may lead to overestimation of positive rival effect.

Second, although we have carefully dealt with
selection and endogeneity issues, these concerns may
not be fully alleviated. There are multiple potentially
endogenous variables in the second-stage estimation
of a chain’s expansion decision. To address the issue,
we use two control functions to correct the endogene-
ity arising from the variables related to the rival’s past
expansion (e.g., the rival’s stock of outlets and rival’s
experience) and the variables related to one’s own
past actions, respectively. A crucial assumption is that
the endogeneity of the set of rival (own)-related vari-
ables is caused by the same source, and therefore one
control function suffices. If the assumption is not true,
then there could be unresolved endogeneity, and the
parameter estimates could be biased.

5. Variation of the Rival’s Effect
One question is whether the rival’s effect may evolve
in different growth stages of a chain. For both KFC

31 Data are collected from the 2004–2006 editions of the Statistical
Yearbook of China Restaurants and the 2007 and 2008 editions of the
Statistical Yearbook of China Chain Stores and Retail Trades and Catering
Service (all editions compiled by the National Bureau of Statistics
of China).
32 The results are presented in Table A.1 in the appendix.

and McD’s, 1999 marks their takeoff year (see Fig-
ures 1 and 2); more than 80% of new outlets were
added to each company’s territory map after 1999. To
examine whether the positive effect from the rival dif-
fers in the conservative expansion era (pre-1999) and
the aggressive expansion era (post-1999), we created
a dummy named pre-1999, which takes the value of 1
for the years before 1999 and 0 otherwise. We include
an interaction term of this dummy with the rival’s
stock of outlets in the expansion decision model. The
results are shown in the left panel of Table 5. We
find that for KFC, the rival’s effect seems stronger in
the post-1999 era when McD’s has stronger presence,
as suggested by the negative coefficient of the newly
added interaction term. For McD’s, the rival’s impact
does not differ significantly in the pre- and post-
1999 stages. Note that the interaction term captures
the overall change across time stages. For individ-
ual markets, the positive effect of the rival’s presence
decreases with one’s own experience in the same mar-
ket, as suggested by the negative interaction of the
rival’s stock of outlets and one’s own local experience.

In addition, we examine whether the rival’s impact
is different in big versus small cities. Again, we add
a simple interaction of the rival’s stock of outlets and
the dummy variable for big cities to capture the dif-
ference. The results are in the right panel of Table 5.
We find that KFC’s scale of presence has a positive
effect on McD’s expansion into both big and small
cities, though the effect is stronger in big cities. How-
ever, McD’s positive impact on KFC is mainly from
the big cities.

Finally, we consider the case that the firms’ actual
decision window is longer than one year and check
the rival’s effect in this case. The idea is that even
though one may observe the additions of new out-
lets from KFC or McD’s in each year, firms may have
their expansion plan made for longer periods and
execute the plan during the time window. We there-
fore estimate the model (Equation (11)) assuming that
the decision window for both chains are two years
instead of one.33 Now the dependent variable is the
number of new outlets to open in the past two years.
Accordingly, the lagged variables mean the change
in the last decision period (instead of last year). The
results are provided in Table 6. Although the aggre-
gation of the information from yearly to biyearly
reduces the number of observations for analysis and
renders some of the estimates less accurate, the over-
all results are fairly close to the ones in Tables 4(a)
and 4(b). We find the rival’s net effect to be positive
and significant.

33 The only difference is that we control for two lags of the rivals’
net growth rate instead of three because one lag of a decision period
is now two years.
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Table 5 Variation of Rival Effects

Across time Across big and small cities

Variable McD’s KFC Variable McD’s KFC

Intercept −50679 −30383 Intercept −40480 −30235
4503535 4204415 4509375 4203245

Density −10065 00413 Density −10231 00397
4201905 4005635 4108995 4005115

GDP −00001∗∗∗ −00001∗∗ GDP −00001∗∗∗ −00001∗∗

4000005 4000005 4000005 4000005
Rival’s number of outlets opened last −00044∗∗ 00069∗∗ Rival’s number of outlets opened last −00041∗∗ 00061∗∗

4000205 4000305 4000205 4000305
McD’s stock −00183 00642∗∗ McD’s stock −00271∗ 00198

4001535 4002075 4001485 4002455
McD’s stock×Pre-1999 dummy −00300∗∗∗ McD’s stock×Big city dummy 00274∗

4000745 4001575
McD’s_experience 00392 00300∗∗ McD’s_experience 00508∗∗ 00302∗∗

4002395 4001455 4002175 4001195
McD’s_experience× Time −00012 00024∗∗ McD’s_experience× Time −00021∗ −00017∗∗∗

4000145 4000075 4000125 4000065
McD’s_stock×KFC_experience −00102∗∗∗ McD’s_stock×KFC_experience −00087∗∗∗

4000205 4000205
McD’s_stock×McD’s_experience 00052∗∗∗ McD’s_stock×McD’s_experience 00055∗∗∗

4000185 4000165
KFC_stock 20729∗∗∗ 00770 KFC_stock 10768∗ 00779

4008965 4103255 4100325 4102845
KFC_stock×Pre-1999 dummy −00287 KFC_stock×Big city dummy 00714∗∗∗

4002155 4002575
KFC_experience −00179 −00174 KFC_experience −00124 −00158

4002065 4001215 4001675 4001145
KFC_experience× Time 00017 00024∗∗∗ KFC_experience× Time 00013 00022∗∗∗

4000135 4000075 4000105 4000075
KFC_stock×McD’s_experience −00048 KFC_stock×McD’s_experience −00032

4000305 4000285
KFC_stock×KFC_experience −00063∗∗ KFC_stock×KFC_experience −00051∗∗

4000295 4000225
Growthlag1_McD’s −00068∗∗ Growthlag1_McD’s −00066∗∗∗

4000225 4000245
Growthlag2_McD’s −00049∗∗∗ Growthlag2_McD’s −00053∗∗∗

4000145 4000155
Growthlag3_McD’s −00011 Growthlag3_McD’s −00019

4000115 4000125
Growthlag1_KFC 00044∗∗∗ Growthlag1_KFC 00044∗∗∗

4000165 4000145
Growthlag2_KFC 00064∗∗∗ Growthlag2_KFC 00063∗∗∗

4000185 4000185
Growthlag3_KFC 00053∗∗∗ Growthlag3_KFC 00053∗∗∗

4000145 4000135
Correction term −00218∗ −00360∗∗∗ Correction term −00218∗∗ −00351∗∗∗

4001205 4000745 4000985 4000735
Own-stock time-invariant residual 20128∗∗∗ 10219 Own-stock time-invariant residual 20484∗∗∗ 10118

4004765 4103665 4003905 4102995
Rival-stock time-invariant residual −10674 −00876∗∗∗ Rival-stock time-invariant residual −10983∗ −00879∗∗∗

4101955 4002295 4101435 4002105
Time-variant residual −10892∗ −00837 Time-variant residual −10890∗∗ −00811

4100385 4103355 4009495 4102965

Year dummies included? Yes Yes Year dummies included? Yes Yes
Province dummies included? Yes Yes Province dummies included? Yes Yes
Number of observations 787 1,258 Number of observations 787 1,258
Log likelihood −771.554 −1,341.450 Log likelihood −766.601 −1,348.232

Note. Bootstrapped standard errors are in parentheses.
∗Significant at the 0.1 level; ∗∗significant at the 0.05 level; ∗∗∗significant at the 0.01 level.
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Table 6 Model Estimates with a Two-Year Decision Window

Variable McD’s KFC

Intercept −40456 −20192
4401125 4109875

Density −00642 00197
4104405 4004295

GDP −00000 −00001∗∗

4000005 4000005
Rival’s number of outlets opened last −00082∗∗ 00022

4000335 4000185
McD’s stock −00421∗∗∗ 00718∗∗∗

4001325 4002265
McD’s_experience 00521∗∗ 00142

4002635 4001385
McD’s_experience× Time −00017 −00011

4000145 4000075
McD’s_stock×KFC_experience −00103∗∗∗

4000195
McD’s_stock×McD’s_experience 00070∗∗∗

4000155
KFC_stock 20480∗∗∗ 00463

4007895 4101645
KFC_experience −00529∗∗ −00136

4002395 4001215
KFC_experience× Time 00035∗∗ 00024∗∗∗

4000145 4000075
KFC_stock×McD’s_experience −00055

4000415
KFC_stock×KFC_experience −00060∗

4000335
Growthlag1_McD’s −00022∗∗

4000105
Growthlag2_McD’s 00004

4000065
Growthlag1_KFC 00071∗∗∗

4000235
Growthlag2_KFC 00046∗∗

4000225
Correction term −00201 −00367∗∗∗

4001545 4000685
Own-stock time-invariant residual 20050∗∗∗ 10297

4004195 4101825
Rival-stock time-invariant residual −10456 −10085∗∗∗

4009735 4002455
Time-variant residual −10350∗∗ −00517

4006675 4102295

Year dummies included? Yes Yes
Province dummies included? Yes Yes
Number of observations 358 563
Log likelihood −476.678 −855.035

Note. Bootstrapped standard errors are in parentheses.
∗Significant at the 0.1 level; ∗∗significant at the 0.05 level; ∗∗∗significant at

the 0.01 level.

6. Concluding Remarks
Using an originally assembled data set on KFC and
McD’s expansion in China from their initial entry up
to the year 2007, we investigate how the presence of

a rival chain affects one’s expansion decision, con-
trolling for local market characteristics and own-chain
characteristics. We find that the positive effects from
the rival dominate the competition effect during the
period under study, which leads to an overall positive
rival impact on a chain’s market expansion.

Our focus is to identify the driving forces of the
positive effect from the rival. The empirical evidence
suggests that market learning is likely to explain the
positive influence of KFC on McD’s expansion deci-
sion. That is, McD’s uses KFC’s entry and expansion
patterns as signals of market size and growth. On
the other hand, demand expansion is more plausible
with McD’s positive spillover on KFC. KFC benefits
from McD’s role of cultivating local consumers’ taste
to embrace Western fast food and is more likely to
expand in cities with a long and large presence of
McD’s. However, we also want to acknowledge that
there could be alternative explanations that rational-
ize the chain expansion pattern one observes. The
bottom line is that we find the two chains respond
differently to the expansion pattern of the rival chain,
and such differences together with other empirical
and institutional evidence are consistent with the
explanations above.

This paper sheds light on how multinational firms
make entry and expansion decisions in an emerging
market. It empirically shows that under certain mar-
ket environments, the rivals’ presence may have a
positive effect on a firm’s expansion in the market.
There are a number of avenues that future research
can pursue. First, future research can be extended to
structurally measure the multiple effects within and
across chains.34 Our analysis can only identify the
net effect from the rival’s or own stock of outlets.
A structural model is required to separate the positive
and competition or cannibalization effect. Second, we
study the positive impact from the rival within the
product category. It would also be interesting to study
the spillover effect across categories and industries in
the context of entry and expansion in emerging mar-
kets. Last, but not least, examining the rivals’ impact
on entry in other industries or emerging markets may
offer additional insights on different explanations of
a rival’s effect.
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Appendix

A.1. Mapping from the Theoretical Framework to the
Empirical Model

In our empirical analysis, we specify the cost component as
¡V /¡nit = c0 + c1eit + c2eit time (in Equation (2)). We expect
the marginal cost of new store opening and operation to
decrease with a chain’s experience in the focal market as
the first-order effect and that such cost savings may become
smaller and smaller as time goes by or as the chain ages.

In Equation (5), we specify a chain’s own effect on
expected market size as

M e
o 4Hit5= �1Sit +�2eit +�3eit time1 (15)

which is a function of own stock of outlets and own expe-
rience. For rival’s impact on the expected market size, we
further allow for the rival’s impact to be attenuated by a
chain’s own experience in the local market as well as the
overall age of the chain; therefore,

M e
r 4Hjt5 = �1Sjt +�2ejt +�3Sjtejt +�4Sjteit +�5ejt time

+

L
∑

l=1

�lgjl0 (16)

We expect �4 to have the opposite sign of �1 and �5 to
have the opposite sign of �2. The rival’s effect, either pos-
itive or negative, is likely to diminish with the accumula-
tion of one’s own local or global experience. Substitute the
specification of M e

o 4Hit5 and M e
r 4Hjt5 back to Equation (5);

we now have the expression for the expected market size:
M e

i 4Xt1Hit1Hjt5. Plugging this into Equation (4) and collect-
ing terms, we can derive the explicit solution for the optimal
number of outlets to open:

n∗

it = �0 + �̃Xt + �̃1Simt + �̃2eit + �̃3eit time− b̃1njt−1

+ �̃1Sjt + �̃2ejt + �̃3Sjtejt + �̃4Sjteit + �̃5ejt time

+

L
∑

l=1

�̃lgjl0 (17)

Note that �̃1 = 4�1 −b25/42a15 captures the net effect from the
rival. One can not separately identify the positive and neg-
ative effects in the reduced-form analysis. The coefficients
of the rest of the terms in the second line of the equation
are simply scaled by a positive parameter, and the earlier
predictions of � and � under two explanations preserve.35

35 Specifically, �̃k = �k/42a15 (k = 2131415) and �̃l = �l/42a15, where
a1 > 0.

A.2. Correction Term for Sample Selection
Given Z and W and the assumption that �im follows a stan-
dard normal distribution that is independent of uim, Equa-
tion (11) can be written as

E4nimt �W1Z5 = exp
[

W ′

imt�+
�241−�25

2

]

·E

[

exp
(

�
�

�u

uim

)

∣

∣

∣

∣

uim>−4Z′

im��+�im� 5 and

uim< min
1≤l<�

8−4Z′

iml�+�iml59

]

0 (18)

We now focus on the second part in Equation (18). Let �=

�� and ũim = uim/�u so that ũim follows a standard normal
distribution. Furthermore, let �L

im� = −4Z′
im��+�im� 5/�u and

�U
im� = min1≤l<� 8−4Z′

iml�+�iml5/�u9, which are the lower and
upper bounds of uim, respectively. Then we have36

E
[

exp
(

��ũim ��L
im� < ũim <�U

im�

)]

(19)

= exp
(

�2

2

)

∫∫ ê4�U
im� − �5−ê4�L

im� − �5

ê4�U
im� 5−ê4�L

im� 5

· f 4�L
im� 5f 4�

U
im� 5 d�

L
im� d�

U
im� 0

The double integration reflects that �L
im� and �U

im� are ran-
dom variables as a function of the random error �imt . Let

Rim4�5 =

∫∫ ê4�U
im� − �5−ê4�L

im� − �5

ê4�U
im� 5−ê4�L

im� 5
f 4�L

im� 5

· f 4�U
im� 5 d�

L
im� d�

U
im� 0 (20)

Equation (18) can be written as

E4yimt �W1Z5= exp
(

W ′

imt�
∗
+

�2

2
+ lnRim4�5

)

0 (21)

Note that �∗ absorbs the constant 4�241 − �255/2. Follow-
ing Orme and Peters (2001), one can approximate kim4�5 =
�2/2 + lnRim4�5 by Taylor expansion at �= 0:

kim4�5=

r
∑

j=1

�j

j!
�imj + o4���r 50 (22)

Since � is finite, the approximation error goes to 0 when we
increase the order r . For r = 1,

�im1 =

∫∫ �4�L
im� 5−�4�U

im� 5

ê4�U
im� 5−ê4�L

im� 5
f 4�L

im� 5f 4�
U
im� 5d�

L
im� d�

U
im� 0 (23)

Note that �L
im follows normal distribution with mean

−4Z′
im��5/�u and standard error 1/�u. However, the distri-

bution of �U
im, which is the minimum of � − 1 random vari-

ables, is difficult to derive. We use a simulation method to
compute the double integration and obtain estimates of �im1.
Given �im1, the approximated conditional mean of nimt is

E4nimt �W1X5= exp4W ′

imt�
∗
+���im150 (24)

36 It can be verified that, for a random variable � that follows a
standard normal distribution, E6exp4a�im57= exp4a2/25.
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A.3. Simulation
We use simulation to check whether the parameters in the
chain expansion model conditional on initial entry can be
correctly recovered using the two-step method introduced
in §4.1.

We first generate N replications of the data. To make
the simulated data comparable to the original data, in each
replication, the total number of markets is set at M = 246,
and the total number of simulation time periods is T = 20,
which matches the actual data. We also use the same initial
condition observed in the data.

For the exogenous variables such as city characteristics
and the distance between the focal city and the chain’s
headquarters, we take the value from the actual data. All
the endogenous variables, including each firm’s stock of
outlets and experience in each period at each city, are gen-
erated by the model with a set of prespecified parameters.
Since a firm’s expansion decision is affected by the rival’s
expansion, both firms’ decisions are generated in the same
simulation loop.

The simulation proceeds as follows to generate one
sample:

(a) Set the true values for the parameters in the model.
(b) Take the random draws of the error terms. Specifi-

cally, for each firm i, we draw (1) M random draws from the
normal distribution, uim ∼ N401�2

iu5, corresponding to the M
markets; (2) M ∗T random draws from the standard normal
distribution, �imt ∼ N40115; the realized random variables
uim and �imt affect the initial entry decision (Equation (8));
and (3) M random draws from the normal distribution,
�im ∼ N40115. The unobserved factor vim in the expansion
stage is determined by vim = 4�/�u5uim +

√

1 −�2�im.
(c) Given the initial condition, we simulate both firms’

entry and expansion decisions forward for each time period
in each market. In the simulation loop, for time t of mar-
ket m:

(i) We check whether chain i has entered city m
before t. If not, given the parameters and the drawn unob-
served factors uim and �imt , compute the latent entry vari-
able y∗

imt (Equation (8)). The observed entry variable is set
to be 1 if y∗

imt > 0 and 0 otherwise.
(ii) If chain i has already entered, we compute

the expected number of new outlets to open E4nimt5
according to

E4nimt �W1X5=exp
(

W ′

imt�+�
�

�u

uim+�
√

1−�2�im

)

1 (25)

where Wimt are the explanatory variables and �im is the
drawn random variable. Then draw a realization of nimt

from the Poisson distribution with mean E4nimt5.
(iii) We save the entry and expansion decisions for

each chain and update all the endogenous variables (includ-
ing interaction terms) related to one’s own stock, one’s
experience, its rival’s stock, and its rival’s experience in
market m, which are important input factors for time t + 1
decisions.

After generating N samples using the procedure sketched
above, we estimate each sample using the two-step method
illustrated in the model part. In this simulation exercise,
we include the following variables in the main model of
chain expansion: (1) the variables that are directly related to

Table A.1 Impact of Restaurant Sales Revenue on Expansion

Variable McD’s KFC

Intercept −40640∗∗∗ −20115
4004415 4002305

Density −00075 00707
4006665 4005015

GDP 000005∗∗∗ 000002∗∗

40000015 40000015
Rival’s number of outlets opened last 00017 −00029∗∗∗

4000115 4000095
McD’s stock 00121 00682∗∗∗

4001845 4001425
McD’s_experience 00186 00534∗∗∗

4002005 4001325
McD’s_experience× Time −00003 −00032∗∗∗

4000125 4000065
McD’s_stock×KFC_experience −00042∗∗∗

4000125
McD’s_stock×McD’s_experience 00021∗∗∗

4000125
KFC_stock 10093∗∗∗ 00335∗∗∗

4002425 4001125
KFC_experience −00012 −00156

4001785 4001105
KFC_experience× Time 00009 00013∗

4000115 4000075
KFC_stock×McD’s_experience −00055∗∗

4000225
KFC_stock×KFC_experience −00046∗∗

4000235
Restaurant sales revenue 00012∗∗∗ 00002

4000035 4000025

Year dummies included? Yes Yes
Province dummies included? Yes Yes
Number of observations 1,216 1,216
Log likelihood −683.463 −1,204.386

Notes. Results are from the Poisson model analysis of a firm’s store opening
decision on the above control variables. Rival’s net growth terms are omitted
because of the short span of years (2002–2007). Clustered standard errors
are in parentheses.

∗Significant at the 0.1 level; ∗∗significant at the 0.05 level; ∗∗∗significant at
the 0.01 level.

our tests of the two explanations—rival stock, rival experi-
ence, the interaction of rival stock and rival experience, and
the growth terms; (2) all the other rival-related variables,
including the interaction of rival stock and own experience,
rival experience, and time and the number of stores rival
opened in time t−1; and (3) a variable to control one’s own-
chain effect and a variable for exogenous city characteristics.
Although none of the own-chain-related variables is signifi-
cant for both chains in the results, we control for own-chain
experience for the completeness of model setup.37 For the
initial entry condition, we control for a set of exogenous city

37 Note that in our original model of Equation (7), controlling for
only one’s own-chain experience and not one’s own stock of outlets
yields qualitatively the same results and does not change the main
conclusions.
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Table A.2 Simulation Results

Variable True value Estimate SD

GDP 000005 000005 000000
Own experience 0017 001758 000208
Rival’s_number_of_ 0009 000824 000562

outlets_opened_last
Rival_stock 0040 004186 001868
Rival_experience 0015 001575 000362
Rival_experience×Time −00004 −000042 000015
Rival_stock× 0003 000271 000135

Rival_experience
Rival_stock× −0002 −000213 000116

Own_experience
Rival_growthlag1 −002 −001936 000484
Rival_growthlag2 −001 −000897 000382
Rival_growthlag3 −0004 −000270 000272
Correction_term 0024 001629 000708

Initial entry condition
GDP 0005 000376 000033
Capital_city 0068 005520 004307
Distance_to_headquarters −0026 −001792 001979
Rival_stock 0040 002153 001049

characteristics and a rival’s stock of outlets. We omit several
nonessential variables (e.g., density) to make the simula-
tion clean and clear. Yet all the main variables, regardless of
their significance level from our estimation, are kept in the
simulation.

Table A.2 reports the means and standard deviations of
parameter estimates based on 100 simulated samples, along
with the true value of the parameters.38 The simulation
results of the main model are presented in the upper panel.
Note that all the key variables for our tests, which are rival
stock, rival experience, the interaction of rival stock and
rival experience, and rival’s net growth in the last few peri-
ods, are well recovered. The parameter in front of the cor-
rection term (�im), although not being accurately recovered,
still correctly reflects the positive correlation between the
unobserved factors in the initial entry and expansion deci-
sion as we set the correlation to be positive (� = 006) in
the simulation.39 In addition, the term is able to control for
the initial entry condition and leave the rest of the param-
eters in the expansion model being correctly inferred. The
correction term is derived from the estimation of the ini-
tial entry decision. Although we are not trying to make an
inference from the parameters in the initial entry condition,
we also report the corresponding simulation results in the
lower panel of the table. Overall, the parameters are close to
their true value, but the coefficient in front of rival’s stock
tends to be underestimated.

In summary, the simulation exercise indicates that the key
variables in the main model used to test the two explana-
tions of positive rival effect can be well recovered using the

38 As we apply the same model to both chains’ expansion decisions,
we report the results for one chain to show whether the model
parameters can be correctly identified. The simulation results for
another chain are similar.
39 As derived in Equation (13), the coefficient in front of the correc-
tion term �im is �� . As � is not separately identifiable in the estima-
tion, we only intend to infer the sign of the correlation parameter.

proposed two-step estimation procedure. We also want to
point out that the ability to identify the impact of each vari-
able depends on whether the chosen set of parameters can
generate enough variation in the simulated chains’ expan-
sion paths. Different sets of parameters can lead to different
degrees of variation in chains’ expansion decisions, result-
ing in better or worse identification of some variables.
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